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Japan’s outsiders can come in from the cold
By David Pilling
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Commuters boarding jam-packed Tokyo trains almost always back into the carriage rather than stepping
on board face forwards. One explanation sometimes offered for this reverse manoeuvre is that it is less
intrusive than pushing one’s way on to an overcrowded carriage, knees and elbows first. But a more
likely reading is just the opposite: so long as those barging on do not look their fellow passengers in the
eye, they can be as rude and aggressive as they like.

Japanese people, polite and kind to a fault with those they know, sometimes treat strangers as if they 
were invisible. Murakami Haruki noticed this in Underground, his non-fiction account of the 1995 sarin
gas attack on the Tokyo subway. One of the victims tells him: “There were people foaming at the mouth
where we were, in front of the ministry of trade and industry. That half of the roadway was absolute hell.
But on the other side people were walking to work as usual. They all thought: ‘Nothing to do with me’.”

Japanese people are hardly unique in treating strangers less kindly than friends. That is true the world 
over. But in Japan, so strong are the bonds of respect and loyalty between associates that the 
cold-shouldering of non-acquaintances is more stark. 

Discrimination between insiders and outsiders happens in business too. Japan’s postwar model of
relationship capitalism was built on the premise that friends looked after each and the weak were carried
along by the strong. Companies were protected from “outsiders” – the vagaries of an impersonal market
– by a close-knit group of “insiders”, interlocking shareholders tied by mutual bonds of favours and
obligations.

That system has broken down.The collapse of the bubble forced banks, which held huge equity 
positions in their corporate clients, to abandon old friends. In the 1980s, cross-shareholdings between 
banks, companies and insurers accounted for roughly 50 per cent of all equity. Today it is nearer 20 per 
cent. 

That has pushed the bulk of ownership into free float, the impersonal world of outsiders sometimes
known as the capital markets. In the process, foreigners’ share of Japanese stocks has soared from a
measly 4.7 per cent in 1990 to an “are you paying attention?” 28 per cent.

Their presence is grating in Japan, where it is still a self-evident virtue to treat friends better than 
strangers. But in the world of capital markets, such human courtesy is rarely a virtue and is sometimes 
illegal. The definition of insider trading, after all, is treating your friends to information denied to 
outsiders. 

The tussle between Steel Partners, a rambunctious US private-equity firm, and Bull-Dog Sauce, a
105-year-old manufacturer of Japan’s favourite brown sauce, is a case in point. Steel, which has a 10
per cent stake in Bull-Dog, has launched an unsolicited bid on the saucemaker. In response, Bull-Dog
plans to issue warrants to all shareholders, with the catch that only those to Steel will be non-convertible.
The effect will be to dilute the outsider’s share by two-thirds.

Warren Lichtenstein, Steel’s chief executive, called the ploy the worst kind of poison pill in the world. But
some 80 per cent of Bull-Dog’s shareholders – long-term institutional holders and individual investors
alike – see nothing wrong with it. They voted to see off a perceived smash-and-grab even at the risk of
losing a juicy 27 per cent premium.

Tokyo district court is, as early as today, expected to decide if Bull-Dog’s action is legal. The case could
have a direct impact on shareholder activists, domestic and foreign alike, who are lining up to take on
management at general meetings across Tokyo. Companies are responding with poison pills and a
newfound interest in cross-shareholdings, which rose last year for the first time since 1990.

Shuhei Abe, head of Sparx Group, a homegrown activist fund, says: “You can’t discriminate between
insiders and outsiders. In the UK, clearly written governance guidelines take precedence over human
relations. But in Japan, human relations and corporate governance are all mixed up.” Yet even in its
glory years, Japan’s stakeholder capitalism was never quite as equitable as it appeared. Big Japanese
manufacturers, for example, survived downturns by squeezing their suppliers till the pips squeaked.
Similarly, when Japan’s blue-chip companies started aggressive restructuring in 1997, they did so
mainly without harming insiders, existing staff. Instead, they stopped hiring new graduates, creating an
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underclass of Japanese who bounce from job to lousy job. These outsiders now comprise nearly
one-third of the workforce.

Consumers, too, have sometimes been treated as outsiders, pushed and jostled like strangers on a 
commuter train. Japanese relationship capitalism did not spare the public either mercury-poisoning 
scandals or price gouging. In only the latest scam, the aptly named Meat Hope, a food company, was 
caught mixing pork and chicken into supposedly pure beef. Not much steak, then, in that version of 
stakeholder capitalism. 

Retail shareholders and the aggressive funds that sometimes represent them are the most outside 
outsiders of all. But their number is growing. More and more pensioners are affected by investment 
returns. Japan is seeing a slow shift from low-yielding savings to equities, a trend likely to accelerate 
with the privatisation of the post office. When that process goes far enough, there will be too many 
outsiders to ignore. In fact, they will be the insiders. 
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